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Event No QUIZ001

Organizing Department Quiz Club

Associate Dept. | NSC Quiz Club

Date 14/10/2023

Time 10:00 AM to 04:00 PM

Event Type Quiz

Event Level NSC

Venue Class room

Total Participants 126

Students - Internal 126

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Pradeep Kumar G Coordinator

Outcome

Our KPRIET students experience a competitive and lively Quiz Competition

Event Summary

On October 14th, the Quiz Club of KPRIET orchestrated a vibrant intellectual spectacle with QURIOSITY'23, an inter-departmental quiz
competition that unfolded as a riveting showcase of intelligence and wit. The event's inauguration in Round 1 saw students from diverse
departments demonstrating their knowledge across a spectrum of topics, laying the foundation for a day brimming with academic fervor and
spirited competition. In Round 2, the stakes were raised as top scorers from each department engaged in a fierce battle for the coveted
rolling trophy.The pinnacle of achievement belonged to the AI & ML department, emerging as triumphant champions with Midun P and Asok
Kumar leading the victory charge. Their triumph was celebrated with exuberance, marking a momentous occasion for the department. The
climax of the event occurred as the principal, with due honor, presented the rolling trophy to the victorious AI & ML department, alongside
their Head of Department. This event not only celebrated academic excellence but also fostered a spirit of healthy competition and unity
among the participating departments, leaving an indelible mark on KPRIET's academic calendar. QURIOSITY'23 was more than a quiz
competition; it was a testament to the collaborative spirit and intellectual prowess of KPRIET's student community. As the event concluded,
the resonance of shared knowledge and camaraderie lingered, promising a continued legacy of academic enthusiasm in the future.
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